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Editorial 
This month’s NSC contains a couple of different features. The first is a 
SAR layout and no that’s not an April Fool. What’s unusual about an 
SAR layout I hear you ask? We had one last month for a start. What is 
different about this layout is the track gauge -12mm, rather than the 
16.5mm that most SAR HO modellers use. Another departure from 
normal practice in this month’s edition and one that will be continued in 
future, will be revealed at the end of the article.  
12mm track 
Different scales (the ratio of the size of the model to the prototype) are 
used to emulate several different prototype gauges: 
TT scale (standing for table top) was invented in the United States at the 
end of the Second World War. While the gauge is 12mm, 2.54mm or 
3mm to the foot scales are used depending in which country the models 
are being built. Refer https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TT_scale. 
HOm emulates metre gauge where the correct track width should be 
3.5mm(scale)x3.28084’ (no of feet in a meter) equals 11.48mm - close 
but no cigar! 
HOn3½: Cape Gauge (3’6” i.e. 3.5) as used in Australia, New Zealand, 
Japan and Taiwan as well as South Africa, in HO scale is 3.5mmx3.5” 
i.e. 12.25, (a whisker off 12mm) so there is a natural source of track for 
those wishing to almost precisely replicate standard SAR track in HO. 
For a comprehensive list of scales and gauges refer: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rail_transport_modelling_scales  

mailto:northstarrailway@gmail.com
http://www.northstarrailway.com/
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Precision Miniatures 
There are several manufacturers of HO SAR locos of which I am aware, 
including Scalecraft and Precision Miniatures. As the former does not 
appear to have a web site (?!?) I will refer to the latter: 
(https://precisionminiatures.co.za/). The roots of the company can be 
traced to the late Jack Green who started the operation over 30 years 
ago. Jack commissioned the British company DJH Engineering to 
produce several SAR outline locomotive kits. Precision Miniatures 
bought Jack Green’s company about 27 years ago and acted as South 
African distributor until 2019. At the beginning of that year the intellectual 
property and tooling for the range was bought by Precision Miniatures. 
The production of the parts remains however via DJH.  
As can be seen from their website, Precision Miniatures currently 
markets a range of steam SAR prototype locos now in built up form and 
one piece of rolling stock. Bogies are also available to convert Lima 
wagons and coaches to 12mm gauge from the 16.5mm supplied. 
The standard option for the locos is DCC fitted albeit they can be 
ordered without DCC if specified at time of order. 
This is probably the appropriate time to issue a health warning: the 
depreciation of the Rand, hand building of kits and installing expensive 
motors and gearboxes make entering this particular niche of the hobby a 
costly exercise particularly when steam locomotives are involved. For 
example, a GMAM Garratt fitted with DCC is listed at R21540 but that 
includes the associated X-20 water tanker. It is not surprising that a 
significant proportion of Precision Miniatures output is purchased by 
overseas buyers. But I have to say these models are in a class of their 
own. For those interested in modelling SAR, a visit to Precision 
Miniatures website is strongly recommended. 

 

GMAM and GCA Garratts on a display layout in Johannesburg 
being built by Rod Hering and 3 associates.  Photo courtesy 
Precision Miniatures 

https://precisionminiatures.co.za/
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Tim Knoesen’s SAR layout 
With this background, we move on to Tim Knoesen’s layout located in a 
5mx3m wendy hut in Crestholme, to the west of Durban. The layout is 
based on the mainline between Kimberley and de Aar and comprises 
two parallel circuits, a station called Witput and shortened models of 
truss bridges over the Modder River. Construction of the layout, the 
baseboards of which split into four sections, started in 2017. 

 

A wendy house with more than one use……. 
Motive power 
This is provided by two re-gauged Frateschi diesels, a class 34 and a 
class 33. 

 
Class 34 as used to pull the Blue Train 
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Class33 
Rolling Stock – passenger 

 

Cape Gauge 1st class Sleeper made from resin kit 

 

Scalecraft 1st class sleeper 
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Lima Dining Car 

 

Scalecraft C25 2nd Class Sleeper 

 

Lima Guards Van 
SARMODEL 
This edition of the NSC was pretty much put to bed when along came 
the March edition of the Railway Modellers Information Group edited by 
Lionel Penning. This contained information on the activities of New 
Zealand based Frank Collingwood. Those interested in modelling SAR, 
in particular electric locomotives, should consult his website: 
https://www.sarmodel.com/sarspoornet/electric-locomotives-c-2_13.html  
Thank you Lionel. 
 

https://www.sarmodel.com/sarspoornet/electric-locomotives-c-2_13.html
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And now back to Tim’s layout. 
Rolling stock – wagons 

Lima - Guards van  

Lima - OZ 

 

CMD - FZL 
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Scalecraft – X20 water tanker 

 

Derrick Stander – XPJ petrol tanker 

 

Andrew Johnson – brass reefer 
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CMD - DZ 

 

Witput station. There are numerous references to this in books e.g. 
The Sunset of Steam, The Shimmer of Steel and S A Rail (2017 Vol 
1) but apparently the best is in David C Rogers S A Steam Today.  

 
3 of the 8 (on the prototype) Modder River truss bridges (modified 
Airfix kits) 
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Finally Some layout visitors, both built from DJH kits. 

 
Class 23 with model of Modder River blockhouse behind 

 
GCA Garratt  
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In the editorial introduction I intimated there would be another departure 
from normal NSC practice in this month’s edition.  
To date this newsletter has not been used as a sales tool. The intention 
has always been to inform readers and promote the hobby. But the time 
has come to review that policy. 
Tim has another HO North American prototype based layout underneath 
the one reviewed here. In order to develop this further in particular to 
introduce steam locos to it and DCC – something which so doing on the 
12mm layout would have been expensive for Tim, the layout and the 
associated locos and rolling stock are to be sold. The asking price is 
R18000.  
An idea of the extras associated with the sale can be gained from the 
photo below. 

 
Anyone interested can contact Tim on 072 468 6631 or  
timknoesen@yahoo.co.uk 
The Hobby – Quo vadis 2  
Recent visits to model railway shops in Johannesburg, Bloemfontein and 
Knysna have been a sobering experience – not least because of what is 
happening in our society and the effect it is having on the hobby. The 
results of mismanagement and thieving experienced by South Africa 
during the Zuma years combined with the impact of Covid have resulted 
in a poorer society. The breakdown of state services in the fields of 
security, health and education has required many people to fund such 
services privately in addition to paying taxes which are supposed to fund 

mailto:timknoesen@yahoo.co.uk
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and provide them. Then there is the depreciation of the Rand which is 
making the prices of imported goods soar.  
The point I am making is the costs of being involved with our hobby have 
increased dramatically in recent years, particularly if one wants to buy 
new equipment.  
A couple of examples:  
In 1983 I bought an Atlas (Roco built) GP38. The cost was USD29 at the 
time equivalent to R29! Ok that was nearly 40 years ago but second 
hand versions of almost identical locos – can motor, dual flywheels and 
pick up on all 8 wheels, are for sale at Model Train Exchange in 
Johannesburg for R600! An updated version with the same drivetrain but 
updated body details purchased via the internet, would cost in the region 
of R2000 and that would be without a decoder and also ignores the cost 
of shipping etc of around R600! 
Second hand Athearn cars (wagons) were also for sale at MTE at a cost 
of R260. Apparently, new ones would cost in the region of R500 and 
there would still be the cost of fitting KD couplings (plus minus R50!) 
The result is that the cost of new equipment today is a major disincentive 
to becoming involved with the hobby. The answer is (as I suppose it 
always has been for those seeking a cheaper entry to the hobby), buy 
second hand.  
The new model railway shop in Knysna which will be featured in the 
NSC at a later date, as with MTE in Johannesburg, Dream Trains in 
Bloemfontein, the Hobby Shop in Plumstead and Rail2Road Hobbies 
just outside Pietermaritzburg, is going to deal fairly extensively in second 
hand equipment. My plan is to provide a similar service via the North 
Star Chronicles. The object is not to turn the newsletter into a 
commercial operation albeit I will have mainly HO and LGB items to sell 
from time to time. The plan is to emulate Mervyn Mark’s Blackmark 
Express (hickey@megabits.co.za) by putting buyers and sellers in touch. 
So if you have locos and rolling stock in particular to sell, or have a 
particular item on your wants list, please send me an e-mail to 
nothstarrailway@gmail.com with your name and telephone number and 
brief details of what you wish to sell/buy  and I will list the information in 
the newsletter and so hopefully put a counter party directly in touch with 
you.  
The end 
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